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   Abstract ⎯ Sensor networks have been widely applied for data 

collection. Due to the energy limitation of the sensor nodes and 

the most energy consuming data transmission, we should allocate 

as much work as possible to the sensors, such as data 

compression and aggregation, to reduce data transmission and 

save energy. Querying extreme values is a general query type in 

wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we propose a novel 

querying method called Two-Level Filter (TLF) for querying 

extreme values in wireless sensor networks. We first divide the 

whole sensor network into domains using the Distributed Data 

Aggregation Model (DDAM). The sensor nodes report their data 

to the cluster heads using push method. The advantages of 

two-level filter lie in two aspects. When querying extreme values, 

the number of pull operations has the lower boundary. And the 

query results are less affected by the topology changes of the 

wireless sensor network. Through this method, the sensors 

preprocess the data to share the burden of the base station and it 

combines push and pull to be more energy efficient. 

   Keywords ⎯ TLF, Two-level filter, querying extreme values， 

sensor networks. 

1. Introduction 
   Querying extreme values in wireless sensor networks is a 
general problem. The scenarios of continuous MAX query are 
popular, such as environment monitoring, maintaining 
maximum temperature in a factory, or getting the highest 
humidity in geographic areas.  

Data transmission consumes most energy in wireless sensor 
networks. So we should reduce data transmission as much as 
possible. Sensor nodes have the capabilities to preprocess the 
data, like data aggregation and compression.  

In this paper, we propose the novel querying method called 
Two-Level Filter (TLF) for querying extreme values in 
wireless sensor networks. We first divide the whole sensor 
network into domains using the Distributed Data Aggregation 
Model (DDAM). The sensor nodes in each domain form a 
cluster. Every cluster has a cluster head. Then we set the first 

level filter using FILter based monitoring Algorithm (FILA) 

on the sensor node level, second level filter on the cluster head. 
The sensor nodes report their extreme values to the cluster 
heads using push method. The advantages of TLF lie in two 
aspects. When querying extreme values, the number of pull 
operations has the lower boundary. In the worst case, the 
number of pull operations equal to the number of cluster heads. 
And the query results are less affected by the topology changes 
of the wireless sensor network.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce 
the related works in section 2. We propose TLF for querying 
extreme values in sensor networks in section 3. Finally, in 
section 4, we conclude our method and describe future works. 

2. Related works 
   We use DDAM model to divide the sensor networks into 
domains. This model can save more transmission energy 
because each sensor nodes can decide their domains by 
themselves and no need to communicate with other sensor 
nodes. Through this the model can save energy of the sensor 
nodes then prolong the lifetime of the whole sensor networks.            
M. Wu [3, 4] proposed FILA approach to set filters on each 
sensor nodes. We can use other methods for filter setting [2]. It 
first sets a rooting tree rooted at the base station and data is 
then aggregated and collected along the way to the base station 
through the routing tree. In [3], the base station computes a 
filter for each sensor node. In two-level filter, the parent nodes 
in FILA are the cluster heads and they take the job of the base 
station. 

Some papers proposed push or pull method for data 
management in wireless sensor networks, such as TAG [5]. 
Then some papers discussed to combine push and pull and get 
better results [7, 8]. [9] surveyed the research issues in sensor 
networks. [6] proposed join method of sensor reading and 
predicate table. A. Silberstein [1] surveyed the push and pull 
approaches for querying processing in sensor networks. Push 
means to install conditions within the network which, when 
met, trigger data transmission. Pull means to have the base 
station request particular data. Push method is more suitable 
for continuous queries. Push runs as a one way trip for server 
to client. The server knows when the items are updated. Push 
met scalability issue because it requires the server to 
remember requests of each client. Pull method is more suitable 
for ad hoc queries. Pull runs as a round trip from client to 
server then to client. The clients risk not having the most 
up-to-date items. Pull doesn't require the server to store the 
client state.  

In TLF, the first level filter on sensor nodes uses the push 
method, when data passes the filter triggers data transmission 
to the cluster heads. Second level filter can be event driven. 
When there are queries for extreme values, triggers data 
transmission. Push is more suitable for continuous queries and 
pull is for ad hoc queries. 

3. TLF for querying extreme values in 

sensor networks 
3.1 DDAM to divide the WSN into domains 

We use DDAM model to divide the wireless sensor network 
into domains. Any sensor node p, assume its relative 
coordination to the sink node R is (x,y). All sensor nodes 
including sink node R have the same communication radius r, 
then we call p belongs to domain (m,n) if and only if 
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As shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Domain division using DDAM model 
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in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Proof of DDAM model 

3.2 TLF for querying extreme values 
The basic idea of FILA is to install a filter at each sensor 

node to suppress unnecessary sensor updates. The cluster head 
of each domain keeps a copy of the filter setting to maintain a 
view of each node's reading. A sensor node reports the reading 
update to the cluster head only when it passes the filter. For 
querying extreme values, we only need to set two filters. One 
filter for extreme values, the non extreme values share another 
same filter.  

There are two critical issues under the FILA approach, 
filter setting and query reevaluation. We use the algorithms 
proposed in [4]. There are two filter setting algorithms, 
uniform and skewed. As to the uniform filter setting algorithm, 
we make the sensor nodes in decreasing order of their readings, 
i.e., v1>v2>…>vn, where n is the number of sensor nodes under 
monitoring. A filter setting scheme, represented 
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But the uniform setting doesn't consider the changing 

patterns of sensor readings so that it may result in unbalanced 
energy consumption. So s skewed filter setting algorithm is 

proposed. If the average time for reading of node i to go 

beyond δ  is )( δ
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f  .  Then the node update rate should 
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Assume the readings change follow a random walk model, 
the value changes by an amount of d. Finally we get  
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The filter setting for the upper bound of the top-1's filter u1 

should be set to 11
2vu =

, twice of its current reading v1, 
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, 
half of the lowest sensor reading.  
There are three scenarios that may trigger query 

reevaluation. The update is originated from a top-k node and 
jumps over the critical bound; the update is originated from a 
non-top-k node and jumps over a critical bound; the update is 
from a top-k node but does not jump over the critical bound. 
We use filter instead of one number, such as the kth largest 

number for each sensor node because when a non-top-k data 
is beyond the critical bound, we can easily know which 
sensor node should be eliminated from the top-k nodes. And 
the queries from the clients need to know the order of the 
data in the top-k nodes. There are two filter updating 
approaches, eager filter updating and lazy filter updating. 
The lazy approach can help save filter updating messages. 
As to the second level filter on the cluster head level, when 

there is a query for extreme value, we can broadcast the query 
only to the cluster head level, and no need to go deep to every 
sensor nodes. So this TLF method is more energy efficient and 
prolongs the lifetime of the sensor network. And the topology 
of wireless sensor networks are changing frequently, using 
TLF, if sensor nodes only move within the domain, the 
extreme values of the domain stored on the cluster head will 
not be affected. 

4. Conclusions and Future Works 

 This paper proposes a novel energy-efficient approach TLF 
for querying extreme values in wireless sensor networks. It 
first divides the sensor networks into domains, sensor nodes in 
every domain form a cluster. Within the domain we use push 
method to store the extreme values on the cluster heads. When 
the queries come, we use pull method to report to the clients. 
As for future works, we plan to simulate the proposed method, 
and consider other methods for second level filter on the 
cluster head level.  
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